
 

Communication & Interior Design Manager  
 

WHY WE WILL LOVE YOU  

You are… 

 With an extensive experience of working as a leading management role in a design-

orientated role (interior design, graphic design, visual merchandising and/or store 

planning) 

 With a design-based education 

 Experienced in managing, inspiring, leading and developing people and creative 

processes in a changing environment 

 Experienced in visually expressing the brand identity of a company 

 With a visual competence along with a keen eye for aesthetics 

 With a customer-focused mindset 

 Able to demonstrate clear communication and coaching skills, i.e. the ability to explain 

verbally concepts and visual interpretation 

 Able to set and implement action plans, set expectations, provide clear direction and 

follow up goals 

 With a proven ability to prioritize and organize work and the work of others in order to 

make the most efficient use of time available and meet agreed goals and deadlines 

 Able to communicate confidently and clearly in English 

 With good problem-solving skills 

 

 

 

WHAT YOU WILL BE DOING DAY TO DAY  

 Lead and inspire the store Communication & Interior Design (Com&In) team to based 

on the knowledge of IKEA home furnishing and people's life at home to grow the 

business 

 Lead the store Com&In team to secure relevant and inspire the range presentation 

solutions, an optimal store layout and effective and efficient store communication that 

builds the IKEA Brand and distances IKEA retailers from the competition 

 Partner with the store manager to stimulate and increase interest in home furnishing 

for all co-worker in the store 

 Secure vitality and seasonality in the store by implementing commercial calendar 

together with Commercial Activity team and Store team 

 Secure that the store commercial team has the right understanding of store layout, 

range presentation and store communication thereby contributing to the working 

method for range presentation 



 

 Contribute with the knowledge of people's life at home and consumer shopping behavior 

in the creation and implementation of the store business plan 

 Based on the national competence development plan, identify current and future 

business needs in order to recruit, develop and retain a high performing and passionate 

store Com&In team 

 Lead and challenge the Com&In team to constantly take actions that exploit commercial 

opportunities both in the short and long term 

 Responsible for preparing and monitoring the Com&In budget & ensure cost efficiency 

at all times 

 Be the creative leader by initiating and facilitating workshops to generate creative 

directions 

 

TOGETHER AS A TEAM  

 To inspire and surprise visitors by presenting and communicating the IKEA home 

furnishing offer with strong visual impressions that exceed visitors’ expectations 

 

WHY YOU WILL LOVE US 

From the deep forests in Sweden, we have spread our culture and values around the world. At 

the heart of our offer are our beautiful home-furnishing products and solutions, made with care 

for our planet, reaching millions of customers. At the heart of our business, are our wonderful 

co-workers representing diversity in all dimensions and passionate for life at home. We all 

contribute with our uniqueness and we want to grow and develop together. Our vision, “to 

create a better everyday life for the many people”inspires and guides us in everything we do. 

This is IKEA.  

 

WHAT WE ALL HAVE IN COMMON  

 Living our values  

 Being your unique self, while respecting and including others  

 A passion for home furnishing  

 Performing & delivering while learning & developing  

 Having fun!  


